News

According to "the journal of Intensive Care Medicine" – a deficiency of this critical nutrient makes you twice as likely to die compared to a normal person. It also accounts for a long list of symptoms and diseases...which are easily helped and often cured by Adding Magnesium in drinking water. In fact AMG cartridge, adding Magnesium is one of the secret weapon against many illness. And true to knowledge up to 80% of the total population drinking Bottled-water are deficit in Magnesium and don’t know this Great AMG Cartridge can make better water than any bottled water in the whole world.

Putting Magnesium in your tap-water

The beautiful Magnesium Nutrients

“You don’t know about”

For those who don’t know – the mineral “Magnesium” is beyond essential – deficiency in it is THE REASON that, heart attacks, strokes, DVT, any cardiovascular-related diseases are on rise with no end in sight. People in their 20’s already on high blood pressure? Teenagers spontaneously dropping dead during athletics? – LOW MAGNESIUM.

WatchWater has developed the best available technology (BAT) which adds Magnesium into the water. And its Good to know- Calcium cannot be optimally utilized in body without a proper balance of Magnesium.
Yes, We are talking about “Magnesium”

**Bottle-Water will Kill you!**
Start drinking AMG magnesium enriched water today and see the AMAZING results. Only when you will stop drinking Bottled water!

All in your tap water

- **Hard Water**
- **Heavy Metals**
- **Soft Water**

Retaining all harmful Heavy Metals from water including Sodium!

**AMG CARTRIDGE**
Contains 200 ml of Ion Cells

The number of Ion Cells in the AMG Cartridge sounds impressive: 100 Million, *And it is true*

Magnesium enriched water, Instead of harmful ions

200 liters of Mg$^{2+}$ enriched water with 20 grains Hard water
Or
400 liters of Mg$^{2+}$ enriched water with 10 grains of Hard water

**Black Beautiful Ion Cells You Know?**

Only one liter of AMG water a day

Always keep the doctor away!

FDA Suit for 3 Million Deaths *Click here*